The M3 Smart System
Take Off
A True Game Changer
MetaLinx™ Material Management Inc.
MetaLinx Empowers Your Company With New Capabilities!

- To distribute scrap metal revenue back to all plants in an amount equal to what each was previously receiving... and to retain the balance of the increased revenue for other purposes such as investment in new capital equipment.

- To combine metal units at all plants and leverage that power as a credit against purchases of new materials from mills via a MetaLinx-managed revert program.

- To become a “market maker” by combining scrap metal from all plants as the MetaLinx Turnkey Smart System can auction material direct to consumers for a small brokerage fee, thereby greatly increasing the company’s revenue by eliminating the middlemen.

- To book scrap metal value as an asset on the balance sheet by utilizing inventory data collected by MetaLinx in real time rather than wait for a dealer’s check to arrive at each plant for entry as “other income”.

MetaLinx System Features

- Identifies RFID tagged containers
- Verifies Container presence
- Accessible by web portal
- Automatically notifies pre-designated parties
- Issues a invoice or transaction report
M3 Smart System

- An advanced pre-processing and material handling system.
- A “foolproof” continuous weight monitoring system

The Manifold Benefits of the M3 Smart System

- Waste reduction through implementation of LEAN material flow.
- Embracing Green principles for environmental responsibility.
- Pursuing Blue principles to minimize energy consumption.
- Outstanding single source responsibility for recycled material management.
- Empowerment of recycled material selling or revert process (make your own market).
- Balance sheet asset value in real time.
- Enhanced cash flow as transaction is reported at time of container removal from system.
A True Game Changer

M3 Smart transforms the management of valuable materials into a transparent, disciplined sublet and profit center of corporate manufacturing.
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